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QUESTION 1

A junior member of the data engineering team is exploring the language interoperability of Databricks notebooks. The
intended outcome of the below code is to register a view of all sales that occurred in countries on the continent of Africa 

that appear in thegeo_lookuptable. 

Before executing the code, runningSHOWTABLESon the current database indicates the database contains only two
tables:geo_lookupandsales. 

Which statement correctly describes the outcome of executing these command cells in order in an interactive
notebook? 

A. Both commands will succeed. Executing show tables will show that countries at and sales at have been registered as
views. 

B. Cmd 1 will succeed. Cmd 2 will search all accessible databases for a table or view named countries af: if this entity
exists, Cmd 2 will succeed. 

C. Cmd 1 will succeed and Cmd 2 will fail, countries at will be a Python variable representing a PySpark DataFrame. 

D. Both commands will fail. No new variables, tables, or views will be created. 

E. Cmd 1 will succeed and Cmd 2 will fail, countries at will be a Python variable containing a list of strings. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because Cmd 1 is written in Python and uses a list comprehension to extract the
country names from the geo_lookup table and store them in a Python variable named countries af. This variable will
contain a list of strings, not a PySpark DataFrame or a SQL view. Cmd 2 is written in SQL and tries to create a view
named sales af by selecting from the sales table where city is in countries af. However, this command will fail because
countries af is not a valid SQL entity and cannot be used in a SQL query. To fix this, a better approach would be to use
spark.sql() to execute a SQL query in Python and pass the countries af variableas a parameter. Verified References:
[Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Language Interoperability" section; Databricks Documentation,
under "Mix languages" section. 
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QUESTION 2

To reduce storage and compute costs, the data engineering team has been tasked with curating a series of aggregate
tables leveraged by business intelligence dashboards, customer-facing applications, production machine learning
models, and ad hoc analytical queries. 

The data engineering team has been made aware of new requirements from a customer- facing application, which is the
only downstream workload they manage entirely. As a result, an aggregate table used by numerous teams across the
organization will need to have a number of fields renamed, and additional fields will also be added. 

Which of the solutions addresses the situation while minimally interrupting other teams in the organization without
increasing the number of tables that need to be managed? 

A. Send all users notice that the schema for the table will be changing; include in the communication the logic necessary
to revert the new table schema to match historic queries. 

B. Configure a new table with all the requisite fields and new names and use this as the source for the customer-facing
application; create a view that maintains the original data schema and table name by aliasing select fields from the new
table. 

C. Create a new table with the required schema and new fields and use Delta Lake\\'s deep clone functionality to sync
up changes committed to one table to the corresponding table. 

D. Replace the current table definition with a logical view defined with the query logic currently writing the aggregate
table; create a new table to power the customer-facing application. 

E. Add a table comment warning all users that the table schema and field names will be changing on a given date;
overwrite the table in place to the specifications of the customer- facing application. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it addresses the situation while minimally interrupting other teams in the
organization without increasing the number of tables that need to be managed. The situation is that an aggregate table
used by numerous teams across the organization will need to have a number of fields renamed, and additional fields will
also be added, due to new requirements from a customer-facing application. By configuring a new table with all the
requisite fields and new names and using this as the source for the customer-facing application, the data engineering
team can meet the new requirements without affecting other teams that rely on the existing table schema and name. By
creating a view that maintains the original data schema and table name by aliasing select fields from the new table, the
data engineering team can also avoid duplicating data or creating additional tables that need to be managed. Verified
References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Lakehouse" section; Databricks Documentation,
under "CREATE VIEW" section. 

 

QUESTION 3

A Delta Lake table was created with the below query: 

Realizing that the original query had a typographical error, the below code was executed: 
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ALTER TABLE prod.sales_by_stor RENAME TO prod.sales_by_store 

Which result will occur after running the second command? 

A. The table reference in the metastore is updated and no data is changed. 

B. The table name change is recorded in the Delta transaction log. 

C. All related files and metadata are dropped and recreated in a single ACID transaction. 

D. The table reference in the metastore is updated and all data files are moved. 

E. A new Delta transaction log Is created for the renamed table. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The query uses the CREATE TABLE USING DELTA syntax to create a Delta Lake table from an existing
Parquet file stored in DBFS. The query also uses the LOCATION keyword to specify the path to the Parquet file as /mnt/
finance_eda_bucket/tx_sales.parquet. By using the LOCATION keyword, the query creates an external table, which is a
table that is stored outside of the default warehouse directory and whose metadata is not managed by Databricks. An
external table can be created from an existing directory in a cloud storage system, such as DBFS or S3, that contains
data files in a supported format, such as Parquet or CSV. The result that will occur after running the second command is
that the table reference in the metastore is updated and no data is changed. The metastore is a service that stores
metadata about tables, such as their schema, location, properties, and partitions. The metastore allows users to access
tables using SQL commands or Spark APIs without knowing their physical location or format. When renaming an
external table using the ALTER TABLE RENAME TO command, only the table reference in the metastore is updated
with the new name; no data files or directories are moved or changed in the storage system. The table will still point to
the same location and use the same format as before. However, if renaming a managed table, which is a table whose
metadata and data are both managed by Databricks, both the table reference in the metastore and the data files in the
default warehouse directory are moved and renamed accordingly. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data
Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "ALTERTABLE RENAME TO"
section; Databricks Documentation, under "Metastore" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Managed and
external tables" section. 

 

QUESTION 4

A junior developer complains that the code in their notebook isn\\'t producing the correct results in the development
environment. A shared screenshot reveals that while they\\'re using a notebook versioned with Databricks Repos,
they\\'re using a personal branch that contains old logic. The desired branch nameddev-2.3.9is not available from the
branch selection dropdown. 

Which approach will allow this developer to review the current logic for this notebook? 

A. Use Repos to make a pull request use the Databricks REST API to update the current branch to dev-2.3.9 

B. Use Repos to pull changes from the remote Git repository and select the dev-2.3.9 branch. 

C. Use Repos to checkout the dev-2.3.9 branch and auto-resolve conflicts with the current branch 

D. Merge all changes back to the main branch in the remote Git repository and clone the repo again 

E. Use Repos to merge the current branch and the dev-2.3.9 branch, then make a pull request to sync with the remote
repository 

Correct Answer: B 
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Explanation: This is the correct answer because it will allow the developer to update their local repository with the latest
changes from the remote repository and switch to the desired branch. Pulling changes will not affect the current branch
or create any conflicts, as it will only fetch the changes and not merge them. Selecting the dev-2.3.9 branch from the
dropdown will checkout that branch and display its contents in the notebook. Verified References: [Databricks Certified
Data Engineer Professional], under "Databricks Tooling" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Pull changes from a
remote repository" section. 

 

QUESTION 5

A production workload incrementally applies updates from an external Change Data Capture feed to a Delta Lake table
as an always-on Structured Stream job. When data was initially migrated for this table, OPTIMIZE was executed and
most data files were resized to 1 GB. Auto Optimize and Auto Compaction were both turned on for the streaming
production job. Recent review of data files shows that most data files are under 64 MB, although each partition in the
table contains at least 1 GB of data and the total table size is over 10 TB. 

Which of the following likely explains these smaller file sizes? 

A. Databricks has autotuned to a smaller target file size to reduce duration of MERGE operations 

B. Z-order indices calculated on the table are preventing file compaction C Bloom filler indices calculated on the table
are preventing file compaction 

C. Databricks has autotuned to a smaller target file size based on the overall size of data in the table 

D. Databricks has autotuned to a smaller target file size based on the amount of data in each partition 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because Databricks has a feature called Auto Optimize, which automatically
optimizes the layout of Delta Lake tables by coalescing small files into larger ones and sorting data within each file by a
specified column. However, Auto Optimize also considers the trade-off between file size and merge performance, and
may choose a smaller target file size to reduce the duration of merge operations, especially for streaming workloads that
frequently update existing records. Therefore, it is possible that Auto Optimize has autotuned to a smaller target file size
based on the characteristics of the streaming production job. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer
Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Auto Optimize" section. 
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